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“This is what Dust is about; this is what Dust is: what it means and 
what it is. It is not about rubbish, nor about the discarded; it is not 
about a surplus, left over from something else: it is not about waste. 
Indeed, Dust is the opposite thing to waste, or at least, the opposite 
principle to Waste. It is about circularity, the impossibility of things 
disappearing, or going away, or being gone. Nothing can be destroyed” 
 
 
The Story of Dust, Steedman, 2002
Preface
Using Steedman’s Story of Dust as the framing statement, dust in this research, is used to map out the 
remnants of archives, footprints and record-keeping of the Nubian culture with particular focus on rit-
uals and ceremonialism.
Using the labor of working through old rituals, this project constructs prototypes of spa-
tial resilience as ways of seeing and remembering. These prototypes make how things were, 
visible and conscious; it reveals hidden and forgotten patterns of an endangered culture. 
 
The project takes as its location the site of the Aswan Dam, and Lake Nasser. In 1964, as a result of the 
building of the dam, “50 000 Egyptian Nubians were forced to move from 45 villages and relocated to Aswan, 
which has become New Nubia” (Diab 2012). In addition to this large displacement of villages and people, 
the temple of Abu Simbel was moved to higher ground. The Aswan Dam was a large infrastructure pro-
ject which enabled large scale modernization for Egypt. Yet, in the construction of Lake Nasser, villages, 
archaeological sites and Nubian agricultural land was lost. This series of sites, including the displaced vil-
lages of New Nubia located in Aswan, will form the basis for research into historic ceremonial practices, 
and the changes that occurred socially, culturally and spatially. These changes will be recorded through 
the tracing of cultural and sociological rituals as recorded in literature, film and music (Oddoul 2005). 
 
This project is interested in the recurrence and disappearance of ceremonialism and rituals among 
Nubian people. Much of the life of old Nubia revolved around ceremonialism. This study there-
fore reveals and discusses some of the most important and distinctive aspects of Nubian cul-
ture, by providing some clues regarding the possible patterns of future cultural change among 
Nubians. As Steedman suggests, dust refers to the “impossibility of things disappearing” (2002). 
 
The displacement of this group of people came with a deep cultural loss. They experienced language deteri-
oration, loss of community spirit, a change in the role of women in society, costumes and attire, ceremonies and 
customs, changes in spatial arrangements of homes and villages, and even changes in political and economic 
life. Since Nubian life was based on ceremonies and all things were an event, this is the basis of this research. 
 
By definition, a ritual is “a religious or solemn ceremony consisting of a series of actions performed accord-
ing to a prescribed order” (Cambridge dictionary 2020, ritual entry). Ritual therefore suggests a circu-
larity – both in the temporal sense, seen in the continued legacy of certain practices though time, and 
with a focus on particular places, conditions or environments in which these practices are repeatedly 
undertaken. Looking at the wedding as a ritual, that has both changed over time, yet retained certain 
aspects, and the death ceremony as a ritual, having been shortened, these two extensive processions will 
help assess which aspects of Nubian culture were lost.
While the particular interest is on the loss of ceremonialism, the project also raises questions around 
land ownership and access to resources, as well as how the social and cultural behaviors, such as the 
celebration of a wedding, or death ritual, around what was once a wealthy prime agricultural area are 
affected over time. The research provokes a sharpened insight toward anthropological and spatial resil-
iency, in edge-spaces of environmental and political instability.
These ways  of seeing and remembering will provide a space for Nubian continuity and resilience in their 
customs, while taking into consideration adaptation as well as any changes, tangible or non-tangible.
1
Once upon a time...
Along  the  Nile  River,  encompassing   the  area  between   Aswan  in  
Southern Egypt and Khartoum in central Sudan, was the ancient region 
of Nubia. Nubia was the seat of the earliest civilizations of ancient Africa, 
and home to several empires. 
Due to the construction of the Aswan Dam, Nubians were displaced 
from their land of origin, inland and otherwise. With their relocation, 
much of their ritualistic practices disappeared or were significantly ab-
breviated.
These tales take place between the Aswan Dam, and Lake Nasser. As a
result of the building of the dam in 1964, over 100 000 Egyptian Nubians 
were forced to move from more than 45 villages and relocated to Aswan, 
which has become New Nubia. 





Each one played a role to the loss of Nubian culture and our rituals.
The Resistance may hold the hope that is left for Nubian continuity, and 
allow for The Rebirth.

















- disrupt the normal peace and
quiet of the village.
There has been a death.




Pass through each household
announcing death
2.Women:
Wear black and tie ropes
around their waist.
3. Women:
Signal the name of the
deceased repeatedly, up and
down the river until sunset.
Repeat next day.
5. Older women to roll up mats
along with a piece of garment
of the deceased and latch it to
their backs.
5. Unbraid all women's hair 6. Tear clothes and smear mud
all over hair and body.
7. Blue dye from plants is then
extracted and women to apply
it to their hands and faces.
Blue is the color of new life.
8. Older women to carry fresh
green palm leaf sticks in their
hands, waving it above their
heads as they perform the
death dance.
Celebrating the new life
beginning on the other side.
9. Remove all jewellery before
greeting the bereaved family
10. Collect the ash from the
daily burning flames and
placedat the door to courtyard,
for women to blacken their
faces and then join the dance.
11. Shake hands, cry on each
others' shoulders and proclaim
"God exists! The dead will
return to life" to express the
sentiment of loss.
11. Hopefulness. Rebirth.
Wash the deceased's face in
the river before the burial
ceremony. One of higher
power, has their whole body
washed.This guarantees good
fortune in  the afterlife.
12. Early morning, the burial
march begins.
Mourning men:
do not shave heads.
carry the wooden casket, and
barrels filled with the
deceased's most precious
goods behind the sledge.
14. Oxen to draw a wooden
sledge on which the casket lay.
13. Parade throughout the
village and along the river, as
women sing and dance and
cry.
17. A feast is held near tomb.
Pots used and everything left
from the funeral feast is to
broken into pieces and burried.
16. Burials of Kings and
Leaders is inside the Nubian
Shrine. Other burials are dug
into the ground.
15. Before the burial, priests to
read scriptures from scrolls and
say prayers. Women to sing
funeral songs to the dead.
end
Long ago, in Old Nubia, there was a death ceremony.
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There were also weddings; real, extensive celebrations.
GSPublisherVersion 0.0.100.100
DAY 1-14
1. (a) Groom's Family
Negotiations with Bride's Family
Agricultural land as bride price
1. (b) Groom's Family
Negotiations with Bride's Family
Jewellery as bride price and
displaying wealth
2. Groom's Friends
Sweep groom's streets to ward off
bad luck
3. Groom and Friends
Parade through village
Knock from door to door inviting
wedding guests
4. Groom and Friends / Bride and Friends
Henna Day
Decorate hands and feet of groom/bride
with Henna the day before wedding
5. Al-Harera
Couple wears red string with blue stone
and coin around wrist
Share a meal 7. (a) Groom and 2 closest male friends/cousins
Bath in Nile every morning before village is awake





7. (b) Bride and 2 closest female friends/cousins
Bath in Nile every morning before village is awake
No one should see bride
8. Palm Branch
After every morning Nile bath, for 7 days, bride and
groom to place 1 stick of fresh, green palm leaves.
This lets the village know when they will see the
couple
9. Couple ready to be seen
Wash face in Nile 7 times each, before returning to
village for celebration
10. Couple to dance together and jump over an open
fire 7 times
DAY 22
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Many of the tools and elements used for wedding 
celebrations, or mourning rituals are no longer 
used. These tools must be remembered, so they 























short stories to unpack the effects of displacement 




There was a time of plagued farms in 1896 in south west Africa. There 
was an  outbreak of the Rinderpest in Namibia, a German colony at the 
time. The mortality rate of the affected livestock was so high that the 
colonizers placed drastic measures to stop the spread of this plague. 
Northern Namibia was then separated from Southern Namibia with the 
introduction of the Red Line. Anything above this border could not be 
commercialized nor exported.
Although this border was established to act as a pest and veterinary
control system, it ultimately caused:
-economic declines,
-social and political turmoil
-cultural disintegration as people were separated
-inequality in the distribution and usage of resources.
The segregating of livestock constructed dichotomies of
healthy and sick, modern and traditional, African and European
within the nation.








There was a girl who moved from the small, slow city of Windhoek 
to the vast, busy city of Johannesburg. Her experiences begin to 
unpack what is considered to be “home” and shows  that it can be 
redefined, as what is strange can become familiar.
Her gaze recorded everything new, different and strange in
comparison to a what she knew from her home city.




She understood that place, belonging, comfort and familiarity 








There is board game called Chess, that has been played for centu-
ries. All across time, the role of the Queen chess piece, the only fe-
male character in the game, was of great power and capacity, often 
far from the reality of women.
The Queen has mobility, which is a
social barometer of power in the game.This concept is
removed from the board and placed into an imagined
reality: giving women that same power in society.
What if?
What if  power and equality could be moved from the board and 






There are people who lost a leg and can still feel its presence, and 
there are people with arms that they feel do not belong to them.
These two parallel neuro-psychological conditions,
namely the Phantom Limb and Somatoparaphrenia,
the former assumes ownership of an absent limb
whereas the latter denies ownership of an existing limb.
In contrasting these two “misindentification syndromes”,  hidden 
identities are found where the two meet. It is through
speculating a limb and where it belongs, that themes of temporal
and emotional dismemberment are explored.
Where one condition is haunted by memories or imagination,
the other is haunted by a present reality. There is evident
vulnerability and melancholy, an existencial evocation


















































Stillness. Serenity. Joy. Abundance. Communi-
ty. Sustainable living. Daily rituals.
Such was our life in Old Nubia.
In comes an intruder, set to grow Egypt, but at 




Our old nubian villages and homes were very 
spacious. Every space in our household was 
not considered as a function but as an event. 
Where we cook, where we eat, where we sleep, 
where we entertain guests, where the bride 





Now, it just a house. The new layouts of the 
villages they built us are very rigid and repet-
itive,  and the size of each house is almost less 
than half our original houses. This feels far 








Abu Simbel was an offering from Egyptians to 
us Nubians, to display their power. We did not 
need it nor ask for it. We ruled our own lands. 
But we will use it now. Use it as our fighter, 
resisting inundation.  
36
To survive above waters, this temple was reinforced 
with modern technologies and materials. 
37
38
We will convert this temple into a space for archiving 
and remembering Nubia, and we will strip it of most 
Egyptian artefacts, statues and reliefs, and re-create 
our old Nubia. 
39
We will carry Nubia with our own hands.  The visitor 
gets to pass through these spaces in a sequence, just as 
the processions would take place. It will bring us conti-
nuity. And you will remember us.
40
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You will feel our discomfort through the narrow passages 
and tall ceilings. They will overwhelm you and give you 
a glimpse of our loss and difficulty with relocating. The 
constricted inbetweens become more than just threshold 
spaces: they are the shaping and framing spaces of what is 
left of ceremonialism in Nubia.
41
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Enter the sanctuary, most intimate and smallest space in 
the temple, with the lowest ceiling. Here we pay reverence, 
here we end the processions. We will bring the waters here. 
This fountain becomes the globalized placeholder for our 
rituals to be remembered. This is where the most sacred 






Twice a year, the Sun shines directly above the 
temple. The light beam strikes through hori-
zonatlly, beaming on the faces of the statues 
inside the often dark space.
This calls for a celebration.
This altered temple has now become our 
space for ritual contuinity and allws us to 
build new, modern rituals and ceremo-
nies.  We are in New Nubia, and now we 
have modern adaptations and changes to 
our way of life.
The Sun Festival will take place twice a 
year. We will dance, perform, sing, and 





We brought the Nile into the temple. We brought 
the Nile at the doors of the temple too.
This is a globalized placeholder for the River Nile.
Our ceremonies were centred around the water.
We have it in our new nituals and ceremonies 
now; at a reduced scale.
Stations of Loss:







in gable wallsrock foundations in





mud bricks with pebble-incrusted
external surface
mud brick + cut laterite bricks









waterproofing of terraced roof:




buttress filled with earth
mud or cement plaster
ordinary mud or laterite bricks








in gable wallsrock foundations in





mud bricks with pebble-incrusted
external surface
mud brick + cut laterite bricks
 i   t
anti-erosion
l t r st iliz





waterproofing of terraced roof:










dress to feet -2m tail
dragged behind






over head and shoulders
girgar:




































Perhaps we can construct spaces that will allow for our ceremonies and rituals to continue, 
or we will make-do with the spaces we have to our avail.
Perhaps this is not the end of Nubia and its custsoms, but the beginning of an evolved
culture.
